regulations were adhered to in their local districts and any violations punished in judicial-like proceedings. 5 at the same time, however, the new legislative function and the initial formation of "administration" meant that the state was extending its reach to a field hitherto very much in the hands of the church: moral discipline and pastoral care. With the help of the new institutions, the state of the early Modern period began to regulate and control the moral and religious behavior of its subjects. unsurprisingly, this was particularly prevalent in the Protestant territories, but the basic pattern was also evident in catholic territories: religious issues were partially placed in the hands of the state, while the church was placed under state supervision. these two tendencies are the main theme of the following considerations.
in the language of the day, the new functions of setting laws and sanctioning their violation were labeled "police" ["Policey"]:6 unlike today, "police" and "policing" here did not refer to an armed law enforcement agency, but designated the domain under the control of the early Modern state that was not covered by judiciary and defence. the term "policing"-a malapropism of the latin politia-thus addressed those functions usually associated today with "government and administration". the pivotal instrument of action here was legislation-with its help the early Modern state sought to impose specific organizational structures on society. legislative acts were regulative instruments designed to counter social developments unacceptable to contemporary ideas of order.7 this has remained the general idea behind legislation down to the present day. according to this notion, anything can be deemed an object of regulation that threatens to fall into-or already has-a state of disorder, demanding that order be restored.8 hence, the objects deemed to require regulation allow us to recognize the prevailing values and notions of order. they give legislation a goal and a direction, and, moreover, they are subject to continuous change, for they are dependent on the collective concepts of morals and order of a specific historical period. the focal
